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the involvement of two members in the
Wrexham and Mold area, and I am delighted
that we are able to do so. I had never heard
of one of the sites, and I did not realise that
the other had rock outcrop as well as
wildlife interest (and a dodgy reputation for
pioneering nuclear warfare). The lesson is
clear - local involvement is everything.
Since we have not organised a meeting east
of Colwyn Bay for many years, we will be
watching the outcome with great interest.

Chairman’s Message:
In this issue I am able to bring you good
news and bad news. The good news is
manifold - at the AGM, which was wellattended, no fewer than three volunteers
emerged to take on the vacant offices of the
Association. I am delighted that they have
done so, otherwise you can be sure that our
very existence would now be under
discussion. The bad news is that you are
stuck with me as chairman, because there
were no nominations, and under the
circumstances the new appointees to
treasurer, meetings organiser and newsletter
editor deserve the opportunity to do what I
have been asking for some years - take part
in the organisation of the programme of the
Association, which is its only reason for its
existence. We also had an informal brainstorming session, encouraged by your
secretary, and began to put in place a
programme of meetings for the Spring.
Details of the newly-elected officers are in
this issue. My thanks go to Jan and
Lawrence, who retired at the AGM, for their
help with the accounts and newsletter
respectively.

Since the Civic Hall in Conwy is no longer
available, we are trying a number of venues
in the hope of finding a new regular home
for meetings.
All will be considerably more expensive
than the Civic Hall, and if the present
committee are successful it is almost certain
that subscriptions will have to rise in future,
or an alternative funding method devised.
For this year we will dig into reserves as
necessary to sustain the programme of
meetings. For 2011 there is no change to the
subscription rates, but a comment from the
floor of the meeting made an interesting
point. Whilst we offer concessionary rates,
nobody is obliged to take them up, and
anybody can pay the full (very reasonable)
rate if they wish.

We now need your support, by coming to
the meetings that have been organised. For
March, you are most welcome to bring along
any geological curio which you treasure even if you do not wish to talk to the group
about it - and in particular if you would like
an opinion on what it is. Jan, our erstwhile
treasurer, has been carrying what appear to
be a crowd of late-Cambrian jellyfish around
in her car for ages, and still nobody can
decide what they are.

As a further cost-saving measure, we did
invite members to specify an email address
for email reminders of meetings, and to
receive the newsletter electronically. Not
many people have done so. Perhaps this is
an indication that paper is preferred. On this
year's form, which is enclosed, you will find
again a space for the purpose. Please fill it in
if you think it appropriate, and I will use it
as suggested. We will be very pleased to see
renewals at the usual high level, and to
welcoming you to forthcoming meetings.

The programme of field meetings is also restarted, with dates for May and June. Both
of these are well off our normal track, but
not distant, which is fantastic. Particularly
encouraging is the June meeting that we
have organised in the eastern part of our
area, near Mold. This comes directly from

Jonathan Wilkins
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Missing Mudstone in Bala

Problematica from Tremadoc

Cwm Hirnant SH 951 296
The quarry pictured below is a very
special place. Whilst looking at first
glance to be just another rather
unprepossessing old abandoned quarry,
dig a little deeper and beneath the plain
veneer something quite remarkable
appears. The site is quite rightly a SSSI
– and the interested reader can see its
full citation at:
http://www.ccw.gov.uk/interactiveaps/official-mapssearch/officialmaps.aspx?sitetype=SSSI
&sitecode=1089

The slab of mudstone shown above was
the subject of considerable curiosity at
the recent AGM.
Jan Heiland has offered the following
brief notes:
Found 5th July last year.
Location, road junction to the west of
Tremadog - mapref 557 402
The Highways Dept are driving the new
Porthmadog Bypass through from this
junction, and had started by digging
away a natural hillock exposure of lower
Ordovician slaty mudstone.
Part of the hill remains - the removed
material had been broken up and used as
roadbed - the sample was found in this
excavated material, and was removed as
a "rescue" effort!

The site represents the Type Section of
the globally recognised “Hirnantian”
Stage, the latest (uppermost, or
youngest) formal division of the
Ordovician Period.
Two of the key species associated with
the distinctive “Hirnantia” Fauna
Eostropheodonta hirnantensis and
Hirnantia sagittifera are named from
this location:. The distinctive oolithic
facies of the Hirnant Limestone
outcrops here. As can be seen from the
photograph below, the Hirnantia Fauna
brachiopod assemblage abounds locally.

So far definitive identification has
eluded all. Potential candidates are
medusae body fossils, trace fossils
(Bergaueria being the favorite) or some
form of concretion.
Answers on a post card please!
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Bassett DA, Whittington HB & Williams
A, (1966). The stratigraphy of the Bala
district, Merionethshire. QJGS, Vol 122,
pp219-271.

Dates for your Diary:
Wednesday 9th March
“Geological Miscellany”
The Hirnantia Fauna is believed to
represent a group of opportunistic cold
water specialist taxa that thrived during
the end - Ordovician extinction episode.
They are contemporaneous with the
eustatic global sea level fall that
accompanied the end – Ordovician
glaciation episode.

The purpose of this meeting is for
members to bring a favourite rock
sample and give a short
presentation about it, five minutes
or so each, we have several
members who volunteered to do
this after the AGM but other
volunteers will be welcome. If you
have a rock that you have collected

Researching the documentary evidence
relating to the site however reveals
something of a conundrum. Both Elles
(1922) and Bassett et al (1966) record
the section exposed in the quarry. From
the description of the location they are
clearly describing the same location. The
generalised descriptions of “fossiliferous
blue mudstone” and “oolithic” or
“pisolitic” limestones are clearly of the
same lithology. It is difficult however to
reconcile the fact that Bassett et al
record an additional 12m or so of the
Foel y ddinas Mudstones than are
described by Elles.

or acquired and can talk about
please bring it along, if you want
to use powerpoint to show slides
related to your rock please bring
your slides on a CD as that can be
accommodated also.
The presentations will start at
7:30PM.

Anyone visiting the site please
remember that this is an SSSI on its
geological merit – it is both fragile and
finite – please leave your hammers and
your sample bags in the car.

The meeting will be preceded by a
Committee Meeting at 6:30PM (all
bona fide NWGA members are
welcome to attend) and will be
held at:

References:
Elles GL, (1922). The Bala Country: its
structure and rock succession. QJGS,
Vol 78, pp132-175.

Pensychnant
Sychnant Pass
Conwy
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deeper ore reserves are mined.
This will require the relocation of
the town.

22nd March 2011
Liverpool Geological Society
Prof Tony Harris
“The enigmatic geology of the
Southern West Highlands of
Scotland”
7:30PM
LT 137 JMU, Byrom St, Liverpool

Field Meeting Saturday 7th May
11.00 – 16.00 approx, Area
Around Moel Faban, Rachub,
Gwynedd. Upper Cambrian
strata
Leader Anthony Heeley chairman
Gwynedd RIGS

5th APRIL
Liverpool Geological Society
Frank Nicholson
“Geology and the A55”
7:30PM
LT137 JMU, Byrom St, Liverpool

DIRECTION & MEETING
PLACE:ITINERARY DESCRIPTION
To examine good exposures of the
whole of the Upper Cambrian
strata. Excellent view points for
the glaciated landscape of the
Carneddau and Glyder ranges.
Interesting erratics on the south
flank derived from volcanics of
Llewelyn Group and some
enigmas. Then north east to the
head of the intriguing Quaternary
feature of Bwlch ym Mhwll-le and
the nearby sites of prehistoric
habitation. Then possibly going a
little further along to the SE flank
of Llefn and Gyrn to examine the
intrusive microgranites.

13th April 7:30PM
Steve Parkinson
“Kiruna the mine that moves a
town”
At Pensychnant
The Kiruna magnetite mine in
Northern Sweden is a massive
magnetite ore body that dips under
the town of Kiruna. The ore is so
valuable and the reserve so great
that the town will need to be
moved to allow the further
development of the mine. The
areas that have been worked out
are already causing surface
collapse. This is impinging on the
town and will continue to do so as

TERRAIN DESCRIPTION:Elevation gained on walk is
roughly 200 m over a distance of 1
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over short distances. An easy walk
it can be accomplished in 2 hours to complete the geology and
scenery 5 hours should be
sufficient. Sturdy boots and normal
walking gear would be
appropriate. Bring a packed lunch.
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Committee Contacts:
Chair and Website:
Jonathan Wilkins
01492 583052
www.ampyx.org.uk
Meetings Secretary:
Dr Cathy O'Brien
01248 484082
07721 860420
Cathy.obrien@environmentagency.gov.uk

CONTACT:Cathy O’Brien
Saturday 11th June, 2011
Cambrian Quarry,
Gwernymynydd, Flintshire

Secretary:
Judith Jenkins
judith.sunfield@yahoo.co.uk

The quarry allows visitors to see
the Halkyn Formation superbly
exposed. For those with an interest
in former mining operations short
visit underground will be possible
(please bring torch, hard hat and
overalls). Please also note that
some of the quarry floor is
extremely uneven – sturdy
footwear is essential.

Treasurer:
Frank Buxton
francis62@talktalk.net
Newsletter Editor:
Keith Nicholls
07799 888372
keithandkaren@tiscali.co.uk or
knicholls@geotechnics.co.uk

It is hoped that an afternoon visit
will be arranged in the locality to
see some more of what the North
East has to offer.
Contact Keith Nicholls
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